**RECOMMENDED COURSES**

*Students should consider a DH minor. Talk with an English Advisor for more information.*

- ENGL 277: Being Human in a Digital Age
- ENGL 278: Introduction to Humanities Computing
- ENGL 478/878: Digital Archives and Editions
- **ENGL 498—Special Topics:** Digital Humanities courses including Macroanalysis & Microanalysis

---

**RECOMMENDED EXPERIENCES**

- Internships, Volunteering, Publishing, etc.
- Consider a minor in Digital Humanities
- Become involved with the Center for Digital Research in the Humanities (CDRH) at UNL
- Consider a minor in Computer Science
- Intern with the Willa Cather Archive
- Intern with the Walt Whitman Archive
- Learn exciting theory and practical technological skills in DH coursework

---

**RECOMMENDED READING**

- **Journals & Books**
  - *Literary and Linguistic Computing*
  - *A Companion to Digital Humanities*, Blackwell Publishing
  - *A Companion to Digital Literary Studies*, Blackwell Publishing
  - *Reading Machines*, Stephen Ramsay
  - *Macroanalysis*, Matthew Jockers

---

**DH WEBSITES**

- **Blogs and Websites**
  - adho.org (Alliance of Digital Humanities Organizations)
  - ach.org (Association for Computing in the Humanities)
  - allc.org (Association for Literary & Linguistic Computing)
  - http://digitalhumanities.org/centernet/
  - matthewjockers.net
  - stephenramsay.us
  - cdrh.unl.edu

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

- Library
- Alternative Academic (Digital Humanities Specialist)
- Industry
- Publishing
- Internet Commerce

---

**UNL CONNECTIONS**

- Dr. Amanda Gailey, English
- Dr. Matthew Jockers, English
- Dr. Ken Price, English
- Dr. Stephen Ramsay, English
- Dr. Adrian Wisnicki, English
- Dr. Andrew Jewell, Univ. Libraries
- Dr. Elizabeth Lorang, Univ. Libraries
- Other UNL DH faculty

---

Find more career possibilities at: http://whatcanidowiththismajor.com/major/english